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Conference Registration is Open!

Exhibitor and Sponsorship opportunities are being accepted!


Participate in the OWASP 2024 Global AppSec Lisbon event alongside 700+ cybersecurity experts from June 24-28 at the Lisbon Congress Center in Lisbon, Portugal. Immerse yourself in insightful presentations by globally recognized keynote speakers, choose from our diverse range of five tracks, explore the exhibitor hall, and foster connections with fellow security professionals. Take advantage of our comprehensive training options*, available for one, two, and three days from June 24-26, followed by two conference days on June 27-28. Training requires a separate ticket. Conference Registration is open! Exhibitor and sponsorship opportunities are now available.
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Registration Open!


Join us in Washington DC, USA Oct 30 - Nov 3, for leading application security technologies, speakers, prospects, and community, in a unique event that will build on everything you already know to expect from an OWASP Global Conference.


Designed for private and public sector infosec professionals, the two-day OWASP conference followed by three days of training equips developers, defenders, and advocates to build a more secure web. Join us for leading application security technologies, speakers, prospects, and the community, in a unique event that will build on everything you already know to expect from an OWASP Global Conference.
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  Traefik Labs Joins OWASP and Integrates Coraza and Core Rule Set Projects

[image: image]
Traefik Labs, March 19, 2024


Addresses crucial role of Web Application Firewall (WAF) in modern API infrastructure and integrates two leading OWASP projects into Traefik OSS stack


KubeCon, PARIS, March 19, 2024 – Traefik Labs, creator of the world’s most popular cloud-native application proxy, today announced a significant addition to their portfolio that addresses the escalating cyber threats to modern API infrastructure.


“We are at a pivotal moment in the evolution of digital infrastructure, where the integration of robust security measures within our API gateways is not just an option, but a necessity,” said Sudeep Goswami, CEO of Traefik Labs. “By weaving the Coraza WAF and the OWASP Core Rule Set directly into Traefik Proxy v3, we are not merely responding to the current cybersecurity landscape but are proactively setting a new benchmark for API security. This step reaffirms our dedication to providing the most secure, cutting-edge solutions to our users, ensuring they remain not just compliant, but ahead of the curve in the face of emerging cyber threats.”


...read more






  Recent OWASP News & Opinions

  	OWASP CycloneDX is ready to support your CRA compliance journey!, March  7, 2024
	Introducing the OWASP IoT Security Testing Guide (ISTG), March  1, 2024
	OWASP appoints Jason C. McDonald as Director of Community Development, February 12, 2024
	OWASP joins the US AI Safety Institute Consortium (AISIC) at its launch to support collaborative efforts to safeguard AI., February  8, 2024

	
  Upcoming Conferences

  	OWASP Global AppSec Lisbon 2024, June 24-28, 2024
	OWASP Global AppSec San Francisco 2024, September 23-27, 2024
	OWASP Global AppSec Washington DC 2025, November 3-7, 2025
	OWASP Global AppSec San Francisco 2026, November 2-6, 2026
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